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TWISTED GLOBAL COLUMN DECODER 

This application is a Continuation of US. Ser. No. 
09/026,603 ?led Feb. 20, 1998, now US. Pat. No. 5,949, 
698. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to semiconductor based 
memory devices, and in particular to column decoder line 
routing in semiconductor based memory devices. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Semiconductor memory devices are becoming more and 
more complex as their siZe decreases and their storage 
density increases. To help handle some of the increase in 
storage density, an architecture comprising multiple subar 
rays of memory cells on a die for storing values such as bits, 
has been adopted in dynamic random access memory 
(DRAM) devices. Each of the subarrays comprises multiple 
roWs of memory cells that are accessed or “?red” by 
activation of roW address signals. Each memory cell in a roW 
in a subarray is coupled via a digit line to its oWn set of 
interleaved sense ampli?ers Which provide the bits to pairs 
of I/O lines 112, 114, 116 and 1 18, as shoWn in prior art FIG. 
1. FIG. 1 is an example of a complex tWist digit line scheme 
Which helps to reduce coupling terms from each digit line to 
other digit lines. Each digit line tWist occupies valuable 
silicon area, so ef?cient tWist schemes must be utiliZed. 
Column decoder lines 120 and 122 run over a block of 
memory cells on metal, and connect to I/O sWitches 124 
Which enable the sense ampli?er to provide a bit or digit 
sensed and ampli?ed from the digit lines to the I/O lines. 
Due to layout considerations, a global column decode or 
coldec line usually alloWs for tWo digits in every interleaved 
sense ampli?er block to connect to the I/O lines. Thus, one 
global column decoder line going high alloWs four adjacent 
digits or bits of data to be sWitched onto four I/O line pairs 
as seen in prior art FIG. 1. 

This type of architecture has been very helpful in obtain 
ing DRAMs beyond the 16 MB generation. HoWever, one 
global column decoder line going high alloWs four adjacent 
digits to be sWitched onto four I/O line pairs. Note that no 
other global coldec line can go high along these I/O lines, 
since this Would short together digit pairs through the I/O 
sWitches. In this conventional scheme, it is often desired to 
take these four active bits of data to individual external 
output pins referred to as DQ pins, alloWing each bit to be 
read or Written simultaneously. Because neighboring digits 
are very capacitively coupled to each other due to their close 
proximity, Writing these four adjacent pairs simultaneously 
can lead to poor Write times. Furthermore, since every 
combination among the four digits must be tested for proper 
operation, signi?cant time and complexity is added to test 
ing. 

In the past, these problems have often meant that only tWo 
of the four I/O lines are simultaneously routed to DO pins, 
and these tWo are further chosen to be tWo non-adj acent digit 
lines. Thus, I/O pairs 112 and 116 Would be simultaneously 
active, While I/O pairs 114 and 118 Were ignored. The 
opposite is true When 114 and 118 are active, 112 and 116 are 
ignored. This solves the Write problem, but means that 
another tWo bits of data must be taken from another array on 
the die, Which adds to die operating current, siZe, and 
complexity, all of Which adversely affect cost. 

There is a need for increasing the number of simultaneous 
I/O lines Which can be output from a memory array. There 
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2 
is a need for this number to be increased Without adding to 
die operating current, siZe or complexity. There is a further 
need to cut doWn on the time, complexity and expense of 
testing DRAMs. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Adjacent global column decode lines in a dynamic ran 
dom access memory (DRAM) array having tWisted digit 
lines are tWisted such that one global column decoder line 
provides access to four non-adjacent digit line pairs. The 
four non-adjacent digit pairs are routed to external pins, 
alloWing data from each of the pairs to be read or Written 
simultaneously. In one embodiment, selected pairs of digit 
lines are selectively tWisted from inside to outside to ensure 
that digit lines from different memory cells in the DRAM are 
non-adjacent. 

In a further embodiment, the tWisting of the digit lines 
comprises a modi?cation of a complex tWist. Sets of four 
digit lines are tWisted about a point halfWay betWeen I/O 
sWitches, from inside to outside. In addition to the complex 
tWist, pairs of global column decode lines are tWisted about 
the same point. Further, the I/O sWitches Which are located 
betWeen the tWisted global column decoder lines are coupled 
to outside ones of the tWisted digit lines, and the I/O 
sWitches Which are located outside the tWisted global col 
umn decoder lines are coupled to inside ones of the complex 
tWisted digit lines. In this manner, one global column 
decoder line provides access to four non-adj acent digit pairs 
Which can then be routed With minimal capacitive coupling 
of the digit lines and very little added complexity. Testing 
time is signi?cantly cut because there is only one combina 
tion of digit lines to test for each global column decoder. All 
four pairs of digit lines may be tested at the same time rather 
than individually testing each possible combination of tWo 
pairs. In addition, the output from all four pair of digit lines 
may be taken to I/O pins because of reduced capacitive 
coupling. Since all four digit lines may be taken from one 
array, die operating current may be reduced along With a 
reduction in siZe and circuit complexity associated With 
having to obtain data from a different array. 

In a further embodiment, four successive adjacent sets of 
four digit lines are tWisted and coupled to pairs of I/O lines 
as controlled by a pair of tWisted column decode lines. The 
tWisting of the digit lines and column decode lines is done 
about a center point of their run supported by a semicon 
ductor substrate. The sets of digit lines each comprise an 
inside and outside pair run in parallel on a ?rst side of the 
center point, and then tWisted about the center point such 
that the inside and outside pairs are reversed. The ?rst and 
fourth set of digit lines has inside pairs of digit lines coupled 
to I/O pairs, and the second and third sets of digit lines has 
outside pairs of digit lines coupled to I/ O pairs such that each 
decode line controls coupling of four different, nonadj acent, 
digit line pairs to four different I/O pairs. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a block schematic diagram of a prior art memory 
device. 

FIG. 2 is a block schematic diagram of a section of a 
memory device having tWisted digit lines and a tWisted pair 
of global column decode lines. 

FIG. 3 is a block schematic diagram of the memory device 
of FIG. 2 With selected digit lines highlighted. 

FIG. 4 is a block schematic diagram of the memory device 
of FIG. 2 With different selected digit lines highlighted. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS 

In the following detailed description, reference is made to 
the accompanying drawings Which form a part hereof, and 
in Which is shoWn by Way of illustration speci?c embodi 
ments in Which the invention may be practiced. These 
embodiments are described in suf?cient detail to enable 
those skilled in the art to practice the invention, and it is to 
be understood that other embodiments may be utiliZed and 
that structural, logical and electrical changes may be made 
Without departing from the spirit and scope of the present 
invention. The folloWing detailed description is, therefore, 
not to be taken in a limiting sense, and the scope of the 
present invention is de?ned by the appended claims. 
A section of a dynamic random access memory device 

supported on a semiconductor substrate is shoWn in FIG. 2 
generally at 210. A ?rst set of digit lines is indicated 
generally at 212, and each of four digit lines is represented 
at 212a, 212b, 212c and 212d. A second set of digit lines is 
indicated generally 214, and each of four digit lines is 
represented at 214a, 214b, 214c and 214d. Athird set of digit 
lines is indicated generally at 216, and each of four digit 
lines is represented at 216a, 216b, 216c and 216d. A fourth 
set of digit lines is indicated generally at 218, and each of 
four digit lines is represented at 218a, 218b, 2186 and 218d. 
The digit lines run substantially parallel to each other on a 
?rst side extending from a ?rst end to the middle portion, 
then, folloWing the tWist, again run substantially parallel to 
each other on a second side from the middle portion to a 
second end. The sets themselves are also substantially 
parallel to each other and are successively laterally adjacent 
to each other to minimiZe die space consumption and 
optimiZe layout of digit line conductors. In one embodiment, 
at least tWo separate layers are used to form the digit line 
conductors to facilitate the tWisting or crossover of the 
conductors. Each of the digit lines shoWn in FIG. 2 represent 
the memory cells, isolation gates and sense ampli?ers 
among other circuitry that they are normally coupled to, 
Which are formed in multiple layers Within and on, and 
supported by the substrate. The digit lines are shoWn here in 
simpli?ed block schematic form to more clearly shoW the 
invention. The digit lines are run across and are supported by 
a semiconductor substrate in a knoWn manner. 

Digit lines 212a, 212b, 212c and 212d are shoWn coupled 
through n channel transistors 220a, 220b, 220c and 220d 
respectively to respective I/O lines 230a, 230b, 230c and 
230d. Digit lines 214a, 214b, 2146, and 214d are shoWn 
coupled through n channel transistors 222a, 222b, 222c and 
222d respectively to respective I/O lines 232a, 232b, 232c 
and 232d. I/O lines 230a, 230b, 230c and 230d are also 
coupled to n channel transistors 224C, 224a, 224b and 224d 
respectively. I/O lines 232a, 232b, 232c and 232d are also 
coupled to channel transistors 226b, 226d, 226a and 226c 
respectively. 
Apair of global column decode lines 240a and 240b are 

coupled to the n channel transistors to selectively couple 
pairs of digit lines to pairs of I/O lines. Decode line 240a is 
coupled to gates of n channel transistors 220b, 220c, 222a, 
222d, 224b, 224c, 226a, and 226d. Decode line 240b is 
coupled to gates of n channel transistors 220a, 220d, 222b, 
222c, 224a, 224d, 226b, and 226c. The n channel transistors 
are sometimes referred to as y-gates, and are essentially 
sWitches used to control When the digit lines are coupled to 
I/O lines. Thus, the decode lines each turn on the n channel 
transistors they are coupled to When raised, connecting a pair 
of digit lines to each pair of I/O lines. 

Each of the sets of digit lines are tWisted about the center 
of their run using a neW type of complex tWist. The tWists 
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4 
shoWn herein are merely schematic, and the actual layout of 
such tWists Will be subject to various design layout rules 
Which may vary from device to device. In a normal complex 
tWist of a set of four digit lines, four digit lines Will be run 
in parallel, tWo on the outside and tWo on the inside. 
HalfWay through the run in the middle portion, they Will be 
tWisted so that the outside tWo lines become the inside tWo 
lines, and the inside tWo lines from the ?rst half of the run 
become the outside tWo lines of the second half of the run. 
In addition, one of the outside pair is actually crossed during 
the tWist, While the other is not. While this provides 
advantages, the crossover is not required for the present 
invention. In prior complex tWists, such as shoWn in FIG. 1, 
transistors are coupled to the inside lines on both sides of the 
run. The ?rst and fourth sets of digit lines 212 and 218 are 
formed using a complex tWist scheme. HoWever, in the 
second and third sets of digit lines, the sense ampli?ers are 
coupled to the outside sets of digit lines. This combination, 
along With the tWisted decode lines 240a and 240b ensure 
that of the four digit line pairs that are accessed by raising 
one of the decode lines, no lines of one pair are adjacent to 
any lines of another pair. This means that all four pairs of I/O 
lines may be used in providing data since adverse digit to 
digit coupling effects are reduced. 

In FIG. 3, digit lines Which are coupled to I/O pairs by 
raising column decode line 240a are darkened to more 
clearly illustrate the operation and bene?ts of the present 
invention. When raising column decode line 240a, n channel 
transistors 220b, 220c, 222a, 222d, 224b, 224C, 226a, and 
226d become active, coupling pairs of digit lines 212b, 2126, 
214a, 214d, 216b, 216C, 218a and 218d to pairs of I/O lines. 
Tracing back all the digit lines to both sides of their run as 
delineated by the tWist, it can be seen that none of the lines 
in any pair are adjacent to lines of another pair for any part 
of that run. 

FIG. 3 also more clearly illustrates that for the ?rst half of 
the run of digit lines on a ?rst side of the tWist region, 
corresponding to the side that transistors 220a and 220d are 
on, the pairs of digit lines alternate from inside to outside in 
successive sets of digit lines. On the second half of the run, 
or the second side of the tWist or halfWay point of the run, 
the pairs of digit lines alternate from outside to inside in 
successive sets of digit lines. 
As can also be seen in FIG. 3, several major changes from 

the standard complex tWist scheme have been made. The 
column decode lines 240a and 240b have been tWisted 
approximately in the middle of their run. This immediately 
has the result of involving more than tWo sets of digit lines. 
NoW, four sets are involved, Which increases the ability to 
?nd nonadjacent pairs of digit lines. To further help in 
obtaining nonadjacent pairs of digit lines, the coupling of 
sense ampli?ers Was modi?ed. NoW, four of the pair of sense 
ampli?ers are coupled to outside digit line pairs as opposed 
to inside pairs in the standard complex tWist. Further, the 
particular choice of Which outside pairs to couple to sense 
ampli?ers helps in obtaining nonadj acent pairs of digit lines. 

In FIG. 4, digit lines Which are coupled to I/O pairs by 
raising column decode line 240b are darkened to more 
clearly illustrate the operation and bene?ts of the present 
invention. When raising column decode line 240b, n channel 
transistors 220a, 220d, 222b, 222c, 224a, 224d, 226b, and 
226c become active, coupling pairs of digit lines 212a, 212d, 
214b, 2146, 216a, 216d, 218b and 218C to pairs of I/O lines. 
Tracing back all the digit lines to both sides of their run as 
delineated by the tWist, it can be seen that none of the lines 
in any pair are adjacent to lines of another pair for any part 
of that run. 
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It is to be understood that the above description is 
intended to be illustrative, and not restrictive. Many other 
embodiments will be apparent to those of skill in the art 
upon reviewing the above description. For example, the 
transistors in the ?rst and fourth sets of digit lines could be 
coupled to outside digit lines, while the transistors in the 
second and third sets of digit lines could be coupled to the 
inside pairs of digit lines without departing from the scope 
of the present invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A memory array comprising: 
a plurality of memory cells having digit lines, wherein a 

pair of the digit lines are twisted from inside to outside; 
and 

at least one twisted global column decode line so as to 
provide access to the digit lines. 

2. The memory array of claim 1 wherein the pair of digit 
lines from the plurality of memory cells are non-adjacent. 

3. The memory array of claim 1 wherein the pair of digit 
lines is routed to external pins. 

4. A memory array comprising: 
a plurality of memory cells having digit lines, wherein a 

pair of the digit lines are twisted using a complex twist 
from inside to outside; and 

at least one twisted global column decode line so as to 
provide access to the digit lines. 

5. The memory array of claim 4 wherein the pair of digit 
lines from the plurality of memory cells are non-adjacent. 

6. A memory array comprising: 
a plurality of I/O switches; 
a plurality of memory cells having digit lines, wherein a 

pair of the digit lines are twisted about a point halfway 
between the plurality of I/O switches from inside to 
outside; and 

at least one twisted global column decode line so as to 
provide access to the digit lines. 

7. The memory array of claim 6 wherein the twist is a 
complex twist. 

8. The memory array of claim 6 wherein the pair of digit 
lines from the plurality of memory cells are non-adjacent. 

9. A memory array comprising. 
a plurality of I/O switches; 
a plurality of memory cells having digit lines, wherein a 

pair of the digit lines are twisted about a point halfway 
between the plurality of I/O switches from inside to 
outside; and 

at least one pair of global column decode lines so as to 
provide access to the digit lines, wherein the at least 
one pair of global column decode lines is twisted about 
the point. 

10. The memory array of claim 9 wherein the twist is a 
complex twist. 

11. A memory array comprising: 
a plurality of I/O switches; 
a plurality of memory cells having digit lines, wherein a 

pair of the digit lines are twisted about a point halfway 
between the plurality of I/O switches from inside to 
outside so as to provide that digit lines from the 
plurality of memory cells are non-adjacent; and 

at least one pair of global column decode lines so as to 
provide access to the digit lines, wherein the at least 
one pair of global column decode lines is twisted about 
the point. 

12. The memory array of claim 11 wherein a plurality of 
pairs of that are twisted about the point de?ne the twisted 
digit lines. 
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6 
13. The memory array of claim 12 wherein the column 

decode lines are twisted between the digit lines such that no 
digit line from a pair of the digit lines selected by a column 
decode line is adjacent a digit line from any other pair of 
digit lines selected by the selected column decode line. 

14. The memory array of claim 11 wherein a plurality of 
pairs of global column decode lines that are twisted about 
the point de?ne the twisted the twisted global column 
decode lines. 

15. A memory array comprising: 
a plurality of I/O switches; 
a plurality of memory cells having digit lines, wherein a 

pair of the digit lines are twisted about a point halfway 
between the plurality of I/O switches from inside to 
outside so as to provide that digit lines from the 
plurality of memory cells are non-adj acent, wherein at 
least four digit line pairs are routed to external pins so 
as to allow data from the at least four digit line pairs to 
be read or written contemporaneously; and 

at least one pair of global column decode lines so as to 
provide access to the digit lines, wherein the at least 
one pair of global column decode lines is twisted about 
the point. 

16. The memory array of claim 15 wherein the twist is a 
complex twist. 

17. A memory array comprising: 
a plurality of I/O switches; 
a plurality of memory cells having digit lines, wherein a 

pair of the digit lines that are twisted about a point 
halfway between the plurality of I/O switches from 
inside to outside de?nes twisted digit lines, wherein 
switches of the plurality of I/ O switches that are located 
outside the twisted digit lines de?ne a set of outside 
digit line I/O switches, wherein switches of the plural 
ity of I/O switches that are located inside the twisted 
digit lines de?ne a set of inside digit line I/O switches; 
and 

at least one pair of global column decode lines so as to 
provide access to the digit lines, wherein the at least 
one pair of global column decode lines that is twisted 
about the point de?nes twisted global column decode 
lines, wherein switches of the plurality of I/O switches 
that are located between the twisted global column 
decode lines are coupled to the set of outside digit line 
I/O switches, wherein switches of the plurality of I/O 
switches that are located outside of the twisted global 
column decode lines are coupled to the set of inside 
digit line I/O switches. 

18. The memory array of claim 17 wherein the twisted 
digit lines are non-adj acent. 

19. A memory array comprising: 
a plurality of I/O switches; 
a plurality of memory cells having digit lines, wherein a 

pair of the digit lines are twisted about a point halfway 
between the plurality of I/O switches from inside to 
outside so as to provide that digit lines from the 
plurality of memory cells are non-adjacent, wherein 
switches of the plurality of I/ O switches that are located 
outside the twisted digit lines de?ne a set of outside 
digit line I/O switches, wherein switches of the plural 
ity of I/O switches that are located inside the twisted 
digit lines de?ne a set of inside digit line I/O switches; 
and 

at least one pair of global column decode lines so as to 
provide access to the digit lines, wherein the at least 
one pair of global column decode lines that is twisted 
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about the point de?nes wasted global column decode 
lines, wherein switches of the plurality of I/O switches 
that are located between the twisted global column 
decode lines are coupled to the set of outside digit line 

8 
digit lines de?ne a set of inside digit line I/O switches, 
wherein at least four digit line pairs are routed to 
eXternal pins so as to allow data from the at least four 

digit line pairs to be read or written contemporane 
I/O switches, wherein switches of the plurality of I/O 5 
switches that are located outside of the twisted global 
column decode lines are coupled to the set of inside 
digit line I/O switches. 

20. The memory array of claim 19 wherein a plurality of 
the digit linepairs are routed to eXternal pins so as to allow 10 
data therefrom to be read or written contemporaneously. 

21. A memory array comprising: 

ously; and 
at least one pair of global column decode lines so as to 

provide access to the digit lines, wherein the at least 
one pair of global column decode lines that is twisted 
about the point de?nes twisted global column decode 
lines, wherein switches of the plurality of I/O switches 
that are located between the twisted global column 

a plurality of I/O Switches; decode lines are coupled to the set of outside digit line 

a plurality of memory cells having digit lines, wherein a I/ swltches’ Wherem swltchés of the plurflhty of I/O 
pair of the digit lines are twisted about a point halfway 15 switches that are ‘located outside of the twisted global 
between the plurality of I/O Switches from inside to column decode lines are coupled to the set of inside 
outside so as to provide that digit lines from the digit line I/O Switches 
plurality of memory C6115 are non-adjacent, wherein 22. The memory array of claim 21 wherein a plurality of 
switches of the plurality of I/O switches that are located the digit linepairs are routed to eXternal pins so as to allow 
outside the twisted digit lines de?ne a set of outside 20 data therefrom to be read or writ ten contemporaneously. 
digit line I/O switches, wherein switches of the plural 
ity of I/O switches that are located inside the twisted * * * * * 


